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Summary

Two areas key to the materials modeling of fuel element behavior are discussed. The

relative importance of atomic diffusion vs. bubble migration is first surveyed and the inter-

play of bubble mobility and re-r.olution parameter is highlighted. It is concluded that

biased bubble migration at higher temperatures is required to explain available gas-relea.se

data, especially during transients. At intermediate temperatures, random bubble migration
o

is required to explain both gas-release rates and the ooscrvation of large CWOOA) intra-

granular bubbles following in-pile and post-irradiation transients. Different fuel models

employ different values of re-solution parameter, both below and above an experimentally

determined value. Bubble mobilities are deduced to approach theoretical, surface diffusicr.-

controlJed values during transients, but they may be somewhat less mobile during steady-

state operation.

Next, the present understanding of radiation-induced hardening and creep is discussed,

highlighting the interplay of these two phenomena. An overall constitutive scheme is pre-

sented and predictions of failure limits are deduced therefrom employing instability analysis.



1. Introduction

The two principal constituents of a fuel element are clad and fuel, the iormer being

a metallic alloy and the latter being normally an oxide material. They therefore have some

very dissimilar properties, e.g. with respect to thermal conductivity, strength and fracture

resistance. Exposure to the reactor enviornrnent introduces still further differences.

Fuel fissioning generates inert gases which have a strong tendency to collect as

bubbles and thus swell the fuel. Heat from fissioning coupled with low thermal conductivity

leads to much higher temperatures in the fuel, accompanied by very steep thermal gradients

which in turn provide a driving force for atomic transport of fuel species as well as

fission products (including fission-gas bubbles).. Working against bubble formation and

growth is the re-solution phenomenon in which fission fragments knock inert gas atoms out

of bubbles and force them back into the matrix. Therefore, a steady-state situation is

approached in which, on the average, a certain fraction of fission-gas atoms exists as

bubbles and the remainder as individual atoms in solution. The modeling of fission-gas

transport to grain boundaries and subsequent release through bubble interconnection and/or

cracking is critically dependent en these fractions and thus on two key factors, bubble

mobility and re-solution rate. Our purpose here is to focus on the interplay of these two

parameters and to assess the state-of-the-art as far as discerning their appropriate magni-

tudes and hence the relative importance of bubble vs. atomic migration processes.

In clad, the absence of fission gas does not necessarily eliminate swelling, for in fas:

reactors the clad temperature is sufficiently high to produce three-dimensional voids. In

water-cooled reactors, the clad temperature of the cladding is sufficiently lew that void-

swelling is no longer significant. However, the lower temperatures make the relative

importance of another phenomenon even greater, i.e. radiation-induced creep. In the area

of cladding, then, we would like to discuss the interplay of this phenomenon and the opposit*

effect of radiation strengthening. In this way, we hope to clarify the regimes of importanct-

for each, thus enabling wiser use of data obtained in pre- and post-irradiation testing, and

to discuss the implications of the mechanical constitutive relations on the very important

area of failure limits of the cladding during reactor operation,

2. Re-Solution vs. Bubble Mobility

The relative- importance of atomic vs. bubble transport of fission gas in oxide fuels

has exhibited somewhat of a see—saw behavior for many years, with first one and then the

other considered dominant.

The experimental observation of the re-solution phenomenon, coupled with the results

of several experiments in which bubble mobilities were reported to be far less than theoret-

ical predictions for diffusion control, led some investigators [1,2] to totally abandon

bubble mobility as an impjrtant pehnomenon for oxide fuel behavior, and invoke only atomic

diffusion.

• • A less drastic approach was adopted by Dollins and Ocken [3] who produced the first

quantitative swelling model incorporating re-solution effects. These authors, however,

allowed random migration, collision and coalescence of bubbles in between their total de-

struction by a nearby fission event. The average time between such destructions, T, was in

turn set by the fi ion rate, f, and the estimated number of displacements per fission event,

n,
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•Jhere Q is the average atomic volume of the fuel. It is easily shown that the inverse

of T is in fact b, the re-solution parameter used by other authors. Thus, Dollins and

Ocken employ

b = nflf (2)

and for their choice of n % 10 this yields an estimate of b ̂ 4x10 f. For f ̂ 10 cm
-1 - 5 - 1 '

s , this yields b ̂ 4x10 s . It must be stated that the magnitude of n is rather uncer-

tain, which in turn renders this estimate of b equally uncertain.

Re-solution effects have subsequently been incorporated into other swelling and gas-

release models, such as GRASS-SST [4], usually under the assumption of gradual bubble de-

struction envisioned by Dollins and Ocken. Subsequent experimental results on the re-solu-

tion effect [5] have indicated that whole-bubble destruction is probable but only below a

certain critical size and in subsequent modeling Dollins [6] as well as Dollins and Nichols

[7] have incorporated such a critical size. However, the magnitude of b garnered from the

experimental results [5] is b ̂ 2.7x10 s for a fission rate of 4x10 "cm • s . If
-7 •

linearity with f is assumed, this yields b 'WxlO f which is almost 20 times the number

employed by Dollins and co-workers.

From the above discussion, it should be clear that the predictions of a deLailed mech-

anistic model depend critically upon the relative values assumed for bubble mobility and re-

solution r:ites and not on either one alone. Thus, Rest [8] has used b = 10 f (four times

smaller than Dollins value) in the GRASS-SST code and reports reasonable accord [9] with

steady-state experiments using bubble mobilities much lower than theoretical, diffusion-

control predictions. In fact, Do31ins et. al. [6,7] also use mobilities below theoretical,

especially fcr very small bubbles, but their assumed mobilities differ quantitatively from

those employed by Res.: [4].

Analysis of transient data reduces the difficulty of separating appropriate bubble-

mobility and re-solution rate values inherent in comparisons of complex mechanistic models

during steady-state conditions. Several authors have examined data for transient experiments

both during and following irradiation under these conditions; the importance of b is either

totally negated or- greatly minimized. Hayns flO], using simplified models invoking either

a) no bubble mobility or b) the full, diffusion-control,theoretical value:: for migration

along the thermal gradient or c) theoretical random migration rates, concluded that biased

bubble mobility must be invoked in order to explain the magnitude of gas release at higher

temperatures within the equi-axed grain-growth regime, whereas random bubble migration was

more important at lower temperatures. Although atomic gas diffusion could explain the gas-

release values, rancHm bubble motion (with theoretical mobilities) was required to explain
o

the ^650A-diair.eU:r bubbles seen by replica techniques [11]. It was independently concluded

that full theoretical mobilities arc necessary to explain the transient results with the

GRASS-SST program [12], These authors make this compatible with the reduced mobilities

assumed to apply during steady-state operation by_ the rather ingenious proposal thai, over-

pressurization of bubbles during the transient produces plastic flow and the resulting dis-

location structure removes th« supposed impedance of bubble mobility. Unfortunately, the

complicated interplay between bubble mobility and re-solution rate when assessing steady-



state behavior, especially when such analysis employs a b value some seventy limes sm.ijler

than what appears to be the most definitive experimental value available, jeaves the values

of bubble mobility appropriate for steady-state operation far K..ss than certain. The same

can be said for Dollins' steady-state calculations ajthough his b-value is closer to, but

st 11 about twenty times smaller than, the experimentally deduced value.

One possibility for unraveling the relative values of bubble mobility and re-solution

rate lies in a comparison between experimental and theoretical bubble number and size dis-

tributions. Limited comparisons of this type have been made with the GRASS-SST code [13]

but uncertainties in data and theory make it difficult to reach definitive conclusions. We

must strongly object, however, to a recent comparison of this type by Wood and Hayns. They

worked solely with transmission electron microscopy results of Baker [15], assumed zero bub-
-2 -1 -2 -1

ble mobility and then concluded that b ^5x10 s or b ^1x10 s would be required to pro-
o

diet relatively few bubbles larger than 60A in diameter, the maximum size reported by Baker,

when one assumes gradual- and whole-bubble destruction mechanisms, respectively. The authors

state that these values are much larger than the experimentally deduced value quoted above.

Since other investigators [16] report bubbles much larger than the thickness of the thin

foils employed by Baker, we cannot take these conclusions seriously. For such comparisons to

be meaningful, one must be careful to consider all bubbles present, both larg.> ones (which

cannot be detected by transmission techniques and small ones (which cannot be detected by

replica techniques.

We conclude that significant bubble mobilities arc probably required to explain all as-

pects of gas behavior during "steady-state" operation of oxide fuels. It is possible these

mobili'ies are reduced somewhat from their theoretical, surface-diffusion-controlled values,

though it is also possible that the random arrival of fission—produced point defects at the

bubbles removes the faceting which sometimes impedes migration of the smallest bubbles in

out-bf-pile experiments [17], This conclusion is supported by the experiment;; 1 observations-

of "trails" showing long-range migration along the thermal gradient in the columnar-grain

[18] and the higher temperature of the equi-axed-grain-growth regions [19,20] of operating

fuel elements. For some of these results, quantitative agreement with theoretical mobilities

obtains [21]. At lower temperatu "-s (or for very small bubbles at high or low temperatures)

£"ich trails are not observed, consistent with theoretical predictions that random migration

should predominate'for smaller bubbles [22]. Under transient conditions, the evidence for

bubble mobilities comparable to theoretical predictions appears to be very strong indeed.

We also conclude that re-solution occurs predominantly by whole-bubble destruction for
o

bubbles below a critical diameter of ^100A or so, and by a knock-on process for larger sizes.
-A -1 • 12 -3 -1

The most reliable experimental estimate appears to be b ^2.7x10 s for f ̂ 4x10 cm s

Assuming linearity with f, however, theoretical models at present e;::pl oy values 20 to 70 times

smaller (with bubble mobility). However, there are many complex and interconnected factors

in these models and further work is required to clarify these apparent inconsistencies.

3. Radiation Hardening vs. Radiation-Induced Creep

The phenomenon of post-radiation hardening (with its concomitant decrease in ductility)

has long been known as a general effect of neutron irradiation on metallic alloys. The phe-

nomenon of radiation softening or radiation creep is by now almost as well known and some

_evidence exists for an enhancement of ductility under some conditions [23]. Our purpose here i



f is I., set these antithetical plieiumieiia in context, Lo pniposi1 somu genei a L constitutive i"l—

1.-. • ions to encompass both, and finally to discuss their imp] ications on failure limit:; of

cladding or structural materials.

It is now widely accepted that the nascent structure of a fast-ncturon damage cascade

in metals is that originally proposed by Seegcr over twenty years ago [24], i.e. a three-

dimensional region with many atoms missing (depleted zone) surrounded by a diffuse cloud of

self-interstitial atoms. Recombination of close vacancy-interstitial pairs ensues and vac-

ancies tend to "boil off" from the depleted zones, so that for a given temperature and flux

level a steady-state situation develops [25] in which there is a population of depleted zones,
o

somewhat smaller on the average (probably ^10A in diameter) than their size at "birth" and a
TO O

number density which for temperatures -60.3T may reach values as high as £10 cm . They

are very effective in inhibiting dislocation glide and they are most likely, as proposed

originally by Seeger [26], the principal source of post-irradiation hardening below ^0.3T ,

at: least for most alloys. In some alloys, principally body-centered-cubic alloys, impurity

interstitial atoms may congregate to them and further enhance their strengthening capability

[27]. Similar things may happen with substitutional impurity atoms via the solute-drag ef-

fect [28], and some have speculated [29] that this is the source of the high radiation sensi-

tivity of some ferritic steels containing relatively large amounts of phosphorus and copper.

At temperatures of ^0.4 to ̂ 0.5T , the depleted zones disappear almost as they form and

interstitial dislocation loops dominate as dislocation obstacles. For high exposures in this

temperature region, and especially at ":he higher temperatures of ^0.5 to ̂ 0.7T , vacancy-
m

type defects again appear, this time as voids, which also act as dislocation barriers, but

the number densities of these high-temperature defects are much lower and thus produce rcuch

less post-irradiation strengthening.

•The above is a very complex scenario and only very approximate attempts have usually

been made to quantify these effects in fuel clement models. We concentrate our atteat ion

here on temperatures £0.3T where depleted-zone damage predominates and do not consider void

swelling or the helium embrittlement of still higher temperatures [30]. We discuss the me-

chanical (plastic) properties of such a material by describing the passage of a dislocation

through the damage structure while still under neutron bombardment, i.e. the in-pile situa-

tion.

-If sufficiently high stresses and/or strain-rates are imposed on a material, the dislo-

cations are forced to mechanically "cut" through the barriers in their path, thereby partial-

ly or wholly destroying them, so that the plane over which each dislocation glides presents

successive.ly less resistance for the following dislocations r . so an "avalanche" effect

occurs in which straining, once nucleated in some particular region, remains highly concen-

trated in a very narrow band or channel. This is the dislocation channeling phenomenon [31],

and its work-softening effect concentrates the straining and produces a highly unstable de-

formation in which very high strains (several hundreds of percent) occur in the channels,

thus producing fracture vhou the overall average or "total" strain is still quite small [32].

Since the effect is "triggered" by the first dislocation to move, the "uniform" strain in a

tensile test becomes essentially zero after sufficient radiation exposure [23], as observed

in alloys of all crystalline types.

i.ius, cvf, during 1/radiation, behavior equivalent to post-irradiation testing is ex-
pected at suffiqiejitly larae. stress ani-l/m- qtrain ratpt Tj-ft-h radiation strentheninr, increas-



ing the yield stress (or decreasing the strain rate under £ j xed-stres.s conditJuns) and dis-

location channeling producing highly localized deformaLion .uid failure at Jow "total" strains

Thus, appropriate failure limits in this rhigh-.strain-r ite" regime, following appreciable

irradiation exposure, would call for very small, if any, ;\1lowed plastic strains. In fact,

since plastic strains are inherently difficult to predict, a more prudent approach would be

to establisu a stress limit for this regime such that "short-term" plastic flow is obviated

completely. For in-pile deformation, however, a net absorption of either the vacancies or

interstitials produced by radiation can effect a climb of the dislocation to escape the bar-

riers without destroying them. At still lower stresses (or strain rates) the flux-induced

climb process becomes easier (due to its high strain-rate sensitivity) than the glide process

in-between (which has decidedly less strain-rate dependence). Since both glide aiid_ obstacle

circumvention must occur in sequence to maintain continuous straining, the more sluggish of

the two processes limits the overall rate. Then, sincr "cut" and "climb" represent alterna-

tive (hence additive) processes, we may write, for the overall climb/cut-plus-glide process

'zrr = IJ- + T- ! . (3)

where c , £„,. and c are the theoretical rates predicted by a model which assumes that pro-

cess alone to be rate-controlling. The expected overall behavior, say for fixed temperature,

flux, fluence and strain levels, is displayed in Fig. 1 where the "intermediate" and "high-

stress" regions show the predicted in-pile behavior for the climb/cut + glide process. Rela-

tively flat curves through the lower and upper parts of the "siginoidal" curve would display

out-of-pile behavior both before and following irradiation. There is strong experimental evi-

dence both for the sigmoidal-shnped curve from several authors [34,35] and for the correct-

ness of the climb + glide process from a unique series of transient creep experiments, all

involving zirconium-base alloys [36].

The contribution c may be thought of as a limiting form of thermally-induced creep, t ,
G In

which might be modeled by a mechanistic approach such as MATKOD [37] or empirically fitted to

creep and tensile data as was done eariler in the FLIC/ZTRMOl) codes [32]. That is to say, r..

is the thermal rate at very low plastic strain, i.e. without the usual strain-hardening.

At stresses below the "glide" regime, it i.'s assumed that long-r.mgp dislocation glide i =

unimportant, yet experiment shows that all metals and alloys creep during irradiation in this

low-stress (i.e. below unirradiated yield stress) region. We consider that this creep is du>

to the formation of point-defect clusters with strain orientation preferentially aligned to

respond to the applied stress field.

We show this regime also in Fig. 1 with the "low-stress" curve, which has a vertical po:

tion at the lowest stresses. This regime is radiation growth and occurs for annealed alloy?

whose thermal expansivities arc anisotropic but occurs in cold-worked materials of all cryst.

structures. We presume both of these low-stress components to occur independently of dislo-

cation glide mechanisms.

After steady state is attained, we may then write the total creep rate as

/, , \ -1

E + E
u j *•••'•

where



r = Arf ; A '•• 10 ^ hr J per n/cmVsec (>lKeV) (5)

^LO ~ Ko<^' ^ ̂  -^ hr Per Psi Per K/cm /sec (>lMeV) (6)

(8,

• 3 — 33 —1 3 —2 —1
and c ^ E a ?5; E ̂  3x10 hr per (psi) per n • en • • s (9)

where the stress exponents of E E and e are-very approximate. They have been more

completely described in the FL1C/ZIRM0D [32] and CYGRO [38] codes. The values given for the

flux-dependent terms, though derived from Zircaloy data at ^300°C are approximately valid

for most materials and are relatively insensitive to temperature. The values for C and D

vary strongly for different materials and for different temperatures. For sufficiently high

temperatures (>0.5T ) C and D become so large that thermal creep completely dominates and

radiation creep becomes unimportant.

The inverse of the stress exponents in the above expressions is, of course, the strain-

rate sensitivity and is equal to the respective slopes on Fig. 1. This plays a dominant role

in expected ductility.

We have previously derived the relation [39]

Etot

for the total (average) elongation at fracture, assumed to arise from homogeneous deforma-

tion of a uniaxial tensile bar containing a perturbation in cross-sectional area <5A/A which

has a value of f at the "onset" of plastic instability. The parameters Y and m are the

strain-hardening coefficient and the strain-rate sensitivity.

Fig. 2 compares the predictions of Eq. (10) with a large amount of data on many differ-

ent materials assembled by Woodford [40]. The choice off, the initial perturbation size,

is seen to be not very critical as long as it is 0,0.1%, which seems plausible. Since y is

normally not constant we have assumed n (= —) is a constant where n is the strain-hardening

exponent and used"average values of Y for the various curves. The dominant factor on duc-

tility, especially at larger values, is clearly the strain-rate sensitivity. On this basis

we expect that during in-pile straining under conditions of essentially homogeneous deforma-

tion the ductility to be expected may be gauged by the appropriate strain-rate sensitivity.

Thus, we predict e a.20% in the "glide" region but less than a few percent in the "cut" or

post-irradiation region. For the flux-induced creep regimes, we expect e ^500% in the

"climb" region and truly "superplastic" extensions in excess of 1000's of % in the low-stress

region. It should be clear that neither unirradiated nor post-irradiated ductilities are

applicable for in-pile predictions. For relatively high strain rates ̂ 10 hr at <t ^10

(>lHeV), post-irradiation properties apply with very little ductility. For lower strain

rates the expected ductility is never less than,that of unirradiated material and may be far

in excess of it. The most limiting regime is the "glide" portion where expected ductilities

are only slirhtly in excess of unirradiated values. Thus, unirradiated values may safely

be used in n conservative design _i_f the high Ktrain-rate region is avoided. If this regime

is entered, as in transients', the very limiting ductilities of post-irradiajE_ign__re_sults are j



appropriate. It is the author's personal opinion that, lliis rci'.ii'ii: is probably important in

most if not all of the so-called I'CI (Pel] et-Clad Interaction) failures observed in water

reactors which most authors attribute to some kind of stress-corrosion cracking [41]. Fi-

nally we note that real cases will normally not involve purely uniaxial straining. Duncombe

[42] has analyzed the biaxial case. Sf.rain-ratc sensitivity is still the dominating factor

but now biaxiality ratio and the type of instability (e.g. "groove" or "patches") is also

important. The Duncombe aralyses provide a framework for incorporating these effects.

i
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